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Abstract

Time spent fishing is the effort metric often studied in fisheries but it may under-represent

the effort actually expended by fishers. Entire fishing trips, from the time vessels leave port

until they return, may prove more useful for examining trends in fleet dynamics, fisher

behavior, and fishing costs. However, such trip information is often difficult to resolve. We

identified ~30,000 trips made by vessels that targeted walleye pollock (Gadus chalcogram-

mus) in the Eastern Bering Sea from 2008–2014 by using vessel monitoring system (VMS)

and landings data. We compared estimated trip durations to observer data, which were

available for approximately half of trips. Total days at sea were estimated with < 1.5% error

and 96.4% of trip durations were either estimated with < 5% error or they were within

expected measurement error. With 99% accuracy, we classified trips as fishing for pollock,

for another target species, or not fishing. This accuracy lends strong support to the use of

our method with unobserved trips across North Pacific fisheries. With individual trips

resolved, we examined potential errors in datasets which are often viewed as “the truth.”

Despite having > 5 million VMS records (timestamps and vessel locations), this study was

as much about understanding and managing data errors as it was about characterizing

trips. Missing VMS records were pervasive and they strongly influenced our approach. To

understand implications of missing data on inference, we simulated removal of VMS rec-

ords from trips. Removal of records straightened (i.e., shortened) vessel trajectories, and

travel distances were underestimated, on average, by 1.5–13.4% per trip. Despite this bias,

VMS proved robust for trip characterization and for improved quality control of human-

recorded data. Our scrutiny of human-reported and VMS data advanced our understanding

of the potential utility and challenges facing VMS users globally.
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Introduction

Fisheries researchers often use catch per unit effort (CPUE) as a means by which to assess the
dynamics and health of fish stocks. In such cases, effort is typically defined as the time during
which fishing gear is actively deployed, and thus CPUE becomes a standard metric for resolv-
ing the costs of fishing on commercial stocks. Resolving the costs of fishing to humans, how-
ever, relies not only upon how long gear was deployed, but also upon how long a vessel
remained at sea; and how far and where it traveled [1]. Such fundamental aspects of fishing
trips (e.g., duration, distance traveled, location) become increasingly critical as we consider the
impacts on fishers’ from a changing climate (e.g., [2]), shifting fish populations (e.g., [3]) and
variable fuel costs (e.g., [4]). These factors may affect the profitability of trips, so as fishers
strive to minimize cost, the ability to assess changes in trip characteristicsmay be fundamental
for understanding fleet dynamics over time. Despite the importance of resolving trip behaviors,
the details of fishing trips often remain poorly characterized, or insufficient data may be avail-
able to examine their trends.

A “fishing trip” is one of the simpler concepts in fisheries research but in practice, both the
data and even the definition can be rather complex. There are many definitions of a fishing trip
that may affect the interpretation of vessel behavior. In the United States, regulations define
trips based on management programs and vessel classifications, so a statutory “trip” can have
different meanings (50 CFR 679.2). For example, regulations specify that a trip begins for
catcher vessels targeting groundfish when the harvesting of fish commences; the trip ends
when the last of the catch is offloaded.This definitionmay drastically underestimate the time
that a vessel spends at-sea and it may provide no guidance for determining, for example,
whether fishers now travel farther to catch their fish than in previous years. The North Pacific
Groundfish ObserverProgram (NPGOP) starts a trip when a vessel unties from a dock or float-
ing processor and ends a trip when the vessel ties up at either a dock or a floating processor, or
if an observer exits the vessel [5]. Observers in the NPGOP have been present on many of the
trips in the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands (BSAI) and the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) for more
than a quarter century. However, detailed trip information has not always beenmaintained
and the levels of coverage have varied across fleets and years. Thus, while the trip definition
used by the NPGOP is largely conducive to examining trip behaviors over time, the sampling
extent may leave trip patterns incomplete for both fishing and non-fishing trips in the region.
In such cases, vessel monitoring systems (VMS) have the potential to resolve substantial uncer-
tainty in vessel trips, from the time a vessel leaves a port / processor to the time it returns to a
port/ processor. Thus, it is this definition of a fishing trip (from port / processor to port / pro-
cessor) that we use throughout our study.

VMS are increasingly required for fishing fleets worldwide. Largely implemented to enforce
fishery closures or other spatial management regulations, VMS transmit a vessel’s location (lati-
tude and longitude) at regionally-mandated time intervals, typically from 30–120 min. Supple-
mental to their utility for law enforcement, VMS data have been used to estimate fishing effort
(e.g., [6–7]), validate logbookdata (e.g., [8–9]), and delineate habitats impacted by fishing
(e.g., [10–12]). Such applications of VMS data can be applied to cases when vessels are either
observedor unobserved, and they can also be used to resolve gaps in data resulting from sparse
observer coverage. Several software packages (VMStools [13]; VMSbase [14]) even provide auto-
mated analyses of some of the above functions with VMS data, but they are refined primarily for
European fleets and ports, leaving limited functionality for U.S. and other non-European fisher-
ies. This is not surprising, however, as VMS data fromU.S. fishing vessels, for example, have only
been sparsely used in research [9,15] despite the U.S. having more vessels with VMS (> 4,000)
than any other nation (www.nmfs.noaa.gov/ole/about/our_programs/vessel_monitoring.html).
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With tens of millions of VMS records for some U.S. fisheries, these data represent a major source
of information for fisheriesmanagement that has been largely under-utilized.As such, the limita-
tions of these data have also been scarcely addressed in the United States. In theory, VMS records
shouldmake trips easy to identify. Trips beginwhen a vessel leaves a port/ processor and they
end when the vessel returns to a port/ processor. However, inconsistencies in the transmission of
VMS data, variable port geography and fishing behaviors, vessels delivering to multiple ports /
processors, and other possible factors complicate trip identification.

We present an example using a VMS dataset that has not previously appeared in the litera-
ture. Thus, we provide a framework for VMS data whose utility and limitations were previously
unknown, a situation that is applicable to many VMS programs worldwide. The fishery for
walleye pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus; hereafter “pollock”) in the eastern Bering Sea is the
largest commercial fishery in the United States. The fisherywas rationalized (i.e., moved to
catch shares) by the American Fisheries Act (AFA) in 1998 (www.npfmc.org/american-
fisheries-act-afa-pollock-cooperatives/), and it has an annual harvest valued at more than $1
billion [16]. The pollock quota is divided roughly in half between at-sea catcher-processors and
catcher-vessels (CVs) that deliver to both shoreside processors and “mothership” vessels. Our
study examines CVs in particular, whose pollock trips are usually 1–4 days long but whose
non-pollock trips span the North Pacific and may last up to several weeks.While these vessels
are the only catcher boats permitted to fish for pollock in the Bering Sea, many of these vessels
also participate in other fisheries (including non-trawl fisheries) from the Bering Sea to the
west coast of the United States (a range of ~ 4,000 km). It is because of their participation in
the pollock fishery that they have been required to transmit VMS data since 2002. However,
because of their broad spatial extent and participation in many fisheries, these vessels also offer
a good proxy for understanding vessel movements into and out of more than 50 fishing ports
in the North Pacific, as many of them spend extended periods on non-pollock trips as well as
pollock trips.

Our objectives were to develop a VMS-basedmodeling approach to (1) identify individual
BSAI and GOA trips made by CVs from the Bering Sea pollock fleet; (2) quantify trip distances
and durations traveled and ground-truth them against observer data; (3) characterize trips as
“fishing for pollock,” “fishing for other target species,” or “non-fishing”; (4) identify ways that
autonomously-collected data like VMS data may be used to corroborate, and to quality-check
human-collected sources like observer and fish ticket (fishery landings reports) data. We pres-
ent our method, refined for the North Pacific, as a demonstration of how these data may be
approached, but the generalities of our methodology and the data issues identified are applica-
ble to many global fisheries with VMS.

Methods

We first present an overviewof the data, followed by a description of the algorithm used to
identify individual trips (including calculation of fields, algorithmic rules, and integration of
data sources).We then describe the calculation of trip metrics (distance and duration) and we
use trip duration to compare VMS-based trips with observed trips. Next, we use a set of deci-
sion rules and regressions to characterize trips as fishing versus non-fishing and to identify the
type of fishing when it occurs. Detailed appendices for methodological specifics are provided to
assist researchers using VMS that face similar data challenges. However, the core of this section
is written more generally to accommodate users of different VMS datasets. All analyses were
performed using R Statistical Software Version 3.2.1 [17], with specific packages as noted in
the text.
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Data overview and preliminary processing

All available data from each of three sources were extracted from their respective databases
(VMS [18]; Observer [19]; Fish ticket [20]) for any CV that was permitted to fish in the AFA
pollock fishery from 2008–2014 (Table 1). Each of these datasets are confidential and their
access requires written authorization from their respective entities within National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries) and
the State of Alaska.

VMS have beenmandated to transmit the location of vessels fishing for pollock in the BSAI
at 30 min intervals since 2002. However, as this paper relies on a comparison with observer
data to validate our approach, we present only those years with the requisite trip information
(e.g., start and stop times) from observers (2008–2014). VMS data are required to be transmit-
ted continuously, including when vessels are in port, though exceptions occasionally occur dur-
ing extended port or anchorage periods. Preliminary processing of VMS data were required
before project objectives could be addressed. Duplicate VMS records were removed and several
data fields were generated: distance between sequential VMS records for a given vessel, distance
from port, vessel speed, and the State and federal management areas for each VMS record (see
S1 Text for descriptions of field calculations). VMS records were occasionally reported for
which a vessel position was egregiously distant from its nearest neighbors, resulting in nonsen-
sical vessel speeds or locations (e.g., on-land). Maximum vessel speeds were typically ~ 12
knots (22.2 kph) so we removed all VMS records with apparent speeds> 14 knots (a conserva-
tive upper bound) to remove erroneous records. VMS data were linked to available observer
data such that a VMS record was part of an observed trip if its time-stamp fell within the
observer-recorded start and stop time for a trip.

Throughout the study period, CVs with VMS have beenmonitored by government-trained
observers through the NPGOP (part of NOAA Fisheries, Alaska Fisheries ScienceCenter).
Observer coverage of CVs was divided into two components: vessels with 100% coverage of pol-
lock fishing days at sea (�125 ft. in length) and vessels with historically only 30% coverage
(< 125 ft. in length). Prior to 2007, no trip data (haul-level data only) were collected for the fleet
and, for our purposes, a trip was unobserved if it lacks trip information (e.g., start and stop
times). From late 2007 through 2010, trip records were maintained for all observed trips. Begin-
ning in 2011, 100% of federallymanaged fishing days at sea for the entire pollock fleet became
observed, creating a complete record of trips for all pollock fishing activity in the Bering Sea
since that time. However, even for 100% observedvessels, some trips remained unobservedor
may lack detailed trip information because they were not part of a federally regulated fishery
that required observer coverage. For example, vessels may be chartered for research, participate
in state-waters fisheries, transport salmon catch between smaller vessels and processors

Table 1. Description of data coverage and sources (see references). Data coverage has varied over time. Since 2011, pollock vessels have been fully

observed; previously, vessels < 125 feet long were only observed for 30% of pollock fishing days at sea while longer vessels were fully observed.

Data Coverage requirement Years Vessels N Source

VMS 100% of trips 2008–2014 91 ~3.5 million VMS records* 18

Observer 30% of pollock fishing days at sea 2008–2010 65 2,366 trips† 19

Observer 100% of pollock fishing days at sea 2008–2010 26 1,897 trips† 19

Observer 100% of pollock fishing days at sea 2011–2014 91 14,482 trips† 19

Fish ticket 100% of fishing trips 2008–2014 91 27,503 trips 20

* Individual VMS records
† Trips with observed durations > 200 min.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165173.t001
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(“tendering”), or undergo long transits to ports outside of Alaska. Furthermore, as observer data
do not indicate a vessel’s target species, those data alone may be insufficient to indicate whether
a vessel was fishing for pollock (some CVs also target crab or other groundfish).

A potential data source for identifying target species and characterizing the type of fishing
trip is fish ticket data. Seafoodprocessors issue fish tickets when CVs land their catches and
they record the date during which catches by species are landed. Additionally, fishers report
the gear type (e.g., pelagic or bottom trawl, longline, pot), a code that identifies the manage-
ment / permit program under which fishing occurs, and the management areas in which vessels
report fishing. The data available from these landings data have evolved over time and some
fields may not be present in all years.

Trip identification algorithm

To address our first objective, we developed an algorithm that partitioned strings of consecu-
tive VMS records for each vessel into individual trips. The foundation of the trip algorithm was
to identify when vessels transitioned from being at-sea to being in-port and when they transi-
tioned to being at-sea once again. For the majority of trips (88%), this simple approach (similar
to that of [13–14]) was sufficient.However, due to missing VMS records, the identification of
vessels’ transitions into and out of ports sometimes required a number of nuanced steps.

Initial assignment of in-port designations was made for all VMS records within 10 nautical
miles (nmi) (18.5 km) of the nearest port. Dutch Harbor and Akutan—the primary ports for
the AFA pollock fishery—sit within large protected bays where relatively little fishing occurs;
an examination of VMS data confirmed that few vessels traveled within 10 nmi of either port
unless the port was their destination (or origin). In contrast to Dutch Harbor and Akutan,
many of the smaller, more exposed ports were located< 10 nmi from fishing grounds or vessel
transit corridors so their in-port definitions were individually constrained to port-specific
distances< 10 nmi. Due to gaps in VMS coverage, simple port polygons (like those used by
[13]) were not always sufficient for identifyingwhen a vessel was returning to port. Combina-
tions of distance from port, vessel speed and the amount of time betweenVMS records were
often necessary to resolve whether vessels were leaving/ entering port, fishing or simply passing
a port (S2 Text).

Fish ticket matching. Fish processors issue fish tickets to vessels when they deliver their
catch. Fish tickets, observer, and VMS data all share a vessel identification number which bol-
sters the ability to join the datasets. The utility of matching VMS-based trips to fish tickets was
threefold: identification of missing port information, distinguishing between fishing and non-
fishing trips, and determining if fishing trips were AFA pollock trips.

Long gaps betweenVMS records could obscure a trip’s in-port periods, and thus the port
of embarkation or disembarkationmay be unknown.However, when a fish ticket could be
matched to the VMS trip, it identified the port in which the trip ended. In some cases, the fish
ticket match could also elucidate missing ports of embarkation, though these matches were less
obvious as embarkation port was not recorded on the fish ticket.

Fish tickets included fields for the date that fishing started within each management area
and the date on which those fish were landed. The procedure to match fish tickets to VMS
relied on whether a trip included at least one VMS record that fell within a reported state statis-
tical management area (www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fishingCommercialByFishery.
statmaps) from the fishing start through fish landed dates. A series of additional conditions
were required to account for nuances associated with short trips, multiple trips ending on the
same day, gaps in VMS transmissions, and trips that offloaded to multiple processors or over
multiple days (S3 Text).
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Calculating trip characteristics and ground-truthing the trip algorithm. To address
our second objective, we first calculated the distances traveled and the durations of trips. The
majority of trips (88%) had an in-port record at both their start and their end, but in most
cases, that in-port record had a distance from port> 0 nmi (because vessels dock in any num-
ber of places within a port). For consistency, if the port was neither Dutch Harbor nor Akutan
(which are describedbelow) we linearly extrapolated the vessel’s trajectory to the point at
which distance from port was 0 nmi. If an end port was missing however, we had to first resolve
missing port information. If a trip was matched to a fish ticket and the trip’s end port was miss-
ing due to a gap in the VMS data, the missing port was assigned from the fish ticket port. To
ensure the quality of such port assignments, we examined the locations and times of VMS rec-
ords on either side of the VMS gap and we calculated the speed that would have been necessary
for the vessel to have reached the newly assigned port and each of the VMS records on either
side of the gap. If that speed was> 14 knots, we instead assigned the final port to be the closest
port to the final VMS record prior to the vessel’s entry to port.

The large spatial buffer zones (10 nmi) around Dutch Harbor and Akutan required a dif-
ferent approach to calculating trip durations and distances traveled. Vessels in these ports
may have spent substantial amounts of time in transit while still in-port and their distances
traveled may have been greater than estimated by the 10 nmi port threshold alone. A full
analysis of in-port behaviors (e.g., ferrying, fueling, delivering) was beyond the scope of our
study, but ignoring in-port behaviors altogether left the potential for under estimating trip
durations and biasing comparison with observer estimates of trip durations, which start at
the dock. By analyzing those trips for which contiguous VMS data (� 30 min between rec-
ords) were present between the dock and the 10 nmi threshold, we estimated mean durations
and distances traveled by vessels within both Dutch Harbor and Akutan. Vessels were esti-
mated to travel 13 nmi (in 101 min) and 12 nmi (in 92 min) within Akutan at the beginning
and end of each trip, respectively. In Dutch Harbor, vessels traveled on average 10 nmi (in 80
min) at both the start and ends of trips. These constants were added to the duration and dis-
tances traveled by vessels, starting at the point at which they crossed the 10 nm threshold (see
S4 Text for details).

On rare occasions, (< 0.1% of observed trips) a vessel repeatedly crossed the 10 nmi thresh-
old near Dutch Harbor during a short time window, perhaps due to fishing, shuttle runs or gear
testing. These would result in inexplicable, repeated trips of very short duration (typically< 4
VMS records, or ~ 120 min). All trips of four or less VMS records total were removed.

Trip distances were calculated by summing the distances between each VMS record plus
any of the in-port constants or extrapolations to port that were described above. Trip durations
were calculated between the first and last VMS record plus any in-port constants or extrapola-
tions to port.

Observed and VMS trips were matched for comparison if at least one VMS record fell
within the observed trip period and the observed trip duration was> 200 min (73.1% of
observed trip records; 0.07% of observed fishing trips). Most of these short observed trips
(< 200 min) did not have a matching VMS trip because by our definition they never left port
(e.g., a refueling trip within port, moving from the processor to a different dock), and VMS rec-
ords were often sparse during such periods. Trips of such short duration with VMS data could
have measurement errors> 50% and were deemed outside of the precision of our approach.
For the remainder of trips, we expected that the VMS-based trip duration may systematically
over or under estimate the observer-based trip duration (which we assumed to be the true
duration) so we fit a series of regression models to estimate and then, if present, to correct any
bias (S5 Text).
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Characterizing fishing versus non-fishing trips

To address our third objective, we used a multi-tiered approach to characterize fishing and
non-fishing trips. Our goal was to parse AFA pollock fishing trips from non-fishing trips (e.g.,
transits betweenDutch Harbor and Akutan or working as a tender) and from fishing trips for
non-AFA target species or fisheries (e.g., crab or other groundfish). The first step of trip char-
acterization was based on a set of decision rules (S6 and S7 Texts) that examined fish ticket
matches, ports, gear types, vessel speeds, trip location and date. The second step relied on
regression to predict those trips that still remained uncharacterized after the decision rules. In
the final step, we used a set of spatial and behavioral filters to differentiate AFA and non-
AFA fishing trips (e.g., if a vessel had no fish tickets for AFA trips within a given month, any
unmatched VMS trips during that month were classified as non-AFA trips).

Not all trips could be classified using the decision rules so we fit a regression model to pre-
dict fishing versus non-fishing for the remaining, unassigned trips (N = 1,782). We used the
already classified trips to fit the model, and among these, we used only those trips that were
likely to be representative of the remaining uncharacterized trips (e.g., all trips that were part of
scientific surveys or that occurred in certain regions had already been characterized as non-
fishing).We also omitted trips for which a single trip overlapped with multiple observed trips,
or vice versa, to avoid ambiguous model inputs. Finally, we excluded long (> 15,000 min) and
short (<200 min) trips from the training data as they were unrepresentative of the remaining
uncharacterized trips.

Binomial generalized linear and additive models (GAMs; R package mgcv version 1.8–4
[21]) were fit to 22,260 already characterized fishing and non-fishing trips to predict the proba-
bility that a given trip was a fishing trip. Candidate models were evaluated based on predictive
accuracy using training and test datasets of 75% (N = 16,695 trips) and 25% (N = 5,565) of the
data, respectively. A suite of trip and vessel characteristics were explored as potential predictors
(Table 2), with models iteratively fit via removal of covariates. Smoothing was examined with
default selection and with univariate smoothers constrained to 4 estimated degrees of freedom.
The final logistic GAM formulation was

logitðpðfishingÞÞ
¼ s1ðlnðdurationÞ; avespÞ þ s2ðsddif Þ þ s3ðsdspÞ þ seasonj þ startk þ endl; ð1Þ

where si(.) represents the individual smoothing functions.We used an isotropic bivariate
smoother [21] for avesp and duration because longer trips are likely to have more transits and
thus, higher average speeds. Univariate smoothing functions (default thin plate regression
splines) were fit for the remainder of predictors and the final model used default smoothing.

Bias estimation from simulation of VMS gaps

The primary complication with the use of VMS data was inconsistent transmission intervals.
In addition to complicating the trip algorithm, gaps in VMS transmissions may have also
affected the estimated distances traveled. The calculated distance traveled will depend on the
trajectory of the vessel betweenVMS records. Inevitably, data that are sampled as infrequently
as VMS data (as opposed to AIS data, which are collected constantly) will under-estimate dis-
tances traveled (and subsequently, vessel speeds), because we calculate only straight-line dis-
tances betweenVMS records. The role of temporal sampling resolution on inference is the
subject of entire papers (e.g., [22–24]) and thus a full assessment of errors in the estimated dis-
tance traveled was beyond the scope of this study. However, previous studies primarily focused
on mandated transmission frequencies (e.g., all VMS records being transmitted at 30 min vs.
60 min intervals). These studies did not address the role of missing data or gaps so we
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conducted a basic simulation to demonstrate how a single or several missed VMS records may
affect the travel distance for a given trip.

We simulated gaps in VMS transmission> 30 min by removing VMS records from trips
with complete data sets. We removed a single record from a trip such that the VMS data would
have a single gap of 60 min instead of 30 min. Removal of a second VMS record (adjacent to
the first) would yield a gap of 90 min, and so on, for additional removals. To simulate the effect
of such gaps, we identified trips whose VMS records were transmitted at regular intervals (25–
35 min) and we removed 1–4 consecutive VMS records from each trip to simulate gaps of 60,
90, 120, and 150 min.We randomly sampled 5,000 trips, with replacement. Distances traveled
between consecutive records varied with vessel behavior throughout the course of a trip, so the
position of the removed VMS record within the trip sequence was also randomly chosen (thus,
sampling with replacement was not a concern). The subsequent removals occurred at the posi-
tions one, two, or three VMS records prior to the first removal.

Results

Our first objective was to use VMS data to identify individual trips made by CVs in the BSAI
and GOA. We expected this objective to be a straightforward “vessels leave port and then

Table 2. Candidate predictor variables for predicting whether a trip is a fishing or non-fishing trip.

Trip-level predictors are based on the characteristics of all VMS records per trip that meet the given

descriptions.

Candidate

predictors

Description Expectation

avesp Average speed for all VMS records per

trip > 10 nmi from port and traveling > 0

knots

Trips with lower average speeds are more

likely to be fishing trips.

duration Trip duration (min) Fishing trips are typically 1–4 days

sddif Standard deviation (per trip) of the

difference between speeds of consecutive

VMS records when traveling between 0–5

knots (fishing speeds)

Trips with more variability among their

slower VMS records are less likely to be

engaged in fishing (trawling speeds tend to

be fairly constant).

avedif Average (per trip) of the difference between

speeds of consecutive VMS records when

traveling between 0–5 knots (fishing

speeds)

Trips with very slow (< ~ 1 knots) average

speeds among their slower VMS records

are less likely to be engaged in fishing.

sdsp Standard deviation of speed for VMS

records per trip > 10 nmi from port and

traveling > 0 knots

Trips with a higher variability of speed are

more likely to be fishing.

avgspstat Average speed for VMS records per trip

occurring in statistical management areas

known as “fishing areas”

The average speed at fishing grounds is

likely to be slower if fishing occurs.

startk Port from which the trip began, grouped into

one of four regions: Gulf of Alaska, Bering

Sea, Aleutian Islands, or Other (see S6 Text

for breakdowns by port)

Fishing trips are less likely to occur if

started from certain ports.

endl Port in which the trip ended, grouped into

same regions as in startk

Fishing trips are less likely to return to

certain ports.

seasonj Pollock fishing is divided into a winter “A”

season and a summer “B” season, with “N”

representing non-pollock season trips.

Vessel often target different locations

during the different seasons, which would

affect statistical moments calculated for

speed.

size Vessel length Smaller vessels may transit and fish

differently than larger vessels.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165173.t002
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return to port” analysis but as many VMS records (8.9%) were transmitted at 35–60 min inter-
vals (instead of the expected 30 min) and another fraction (2.1%) were transmitted less fre-
quently, our method evolved into the more intricate presentation described above. This
development however underscores the value of understanding the data at hand and emphasizes
that even though software packages exist for processing VMS data, it is still valuable to under-
stand how the particular dataset may affect inference. By scrutinizing the data, we developed
an algorithm to accommodate variable transmission rates and we identified 29,969 trips from
2008–2014, of which 15,418 were matched for comparison with observed trips.

Calculating trip characteristics and ground-truthing the trip algorithm

Our second objective was to quantify the distances and durations of each trip and to ground-
truth the estimated trip durations with observed trip durations. VMS and observed trips were
matched when at least one VMS record fell within the observed trip period. A VMS trip that
started and ended at exactly the same time as an observed trip would have no difference in the
estimated versus observedduration. However, even cases where the trip algorithm perfectly
captured the dynamics of a trip still have a range of expected error. For example, if VMS rec-
ords were transmitted at 12:00 and 12:30, and an observer reported a trip to start at 12:01, the
algorithm would start the trip at 12:30 and a 29 min difference would exist between the VMS
and observed trips. Similarly, if the observer ended a trip at 12:01 but the next VMS record
did not appear until 12:30, a 29 min difference in trip endings could exist. Thus, even with
VMS records transmitted at regular 30 min intervals, the difference could be as large as 58
min (29 min at the start and 29 min at the end of a trip). This measurement error would
increase as the time betweenVMS records increased, such that the error would be two times
the VMS transmission rate minus two minutes. The duration of a trip impacts the significance
of this measurement error. For example, for trips longer than 1,160 min (19.3 hrs), the 58 min
measurement error represents< 5% of the total trip. Among observed trips (Fig 1), 86.4% of
durations were estimated within their measurement error, 76% of estimates were� 5% of the
observedduration, and 96.5% of durations were estimated either within their measurement
error or within 5% of the observedduration. Estimated and observed trip durations had a
Spearman ρ = 0.98.

The distribution of trip durations was bimodal (Fig 1a), with predominantly non-fishing
trips< 700 min and fishing trips� 700 min. As the 1:1 line (Fig 1b) illustrates, trips� 700
min were both under and over estimated while trips< 700 min appeared to be biased toward
over-estimation for the shortest trips (more points above the 1:1 line) and under-estimation as
trips got longer (more points below the 1:1 line). The aggregate duration (sum of all durations)
of VMS trips was 1.4% less than the aggregate duration of observed trips and trip-level dura-
tions had a mean absolute error of 5.78%. Regressions to correct for bias in estimated trip dura-
tion yieldedmixed results, with aggregate durations slightly improved by models and trip-level
durations slightly worsened (see S5 Text for regression details; this approach may be quite
effective in other fisheries or regions). These findings underscore that multiple types of behav-
iors may exist within a given fishing fleet.While a regression-based approach to correct biases
in our study did not have a large effect, it may have more traction in different fisheries and is a
valuable tool to have at the analyst’s disposal.

Only a small fraction of trips (~0.1%) had absolute errors greater than 100%. All of these
were the result of over-estimated trip durations, occurringbecause the algorithmwas unable to
detect the transition from one trip to the next. The majority of these resulted from gaps in
VMS data greater than 4 hours while the remainder were a combination of cases where the trip
algorithm simply missed a trip transition (e.g., the speed conditions around a particular port
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did not trigger a new trip), a floating processor was too far from the GPS coordinate we used to
define it as a “port,” or the observer-reported time did not align with the vessel’s return/ depar-
ture from port. The small error rate suggests that the trip algorithm approach worked well and
that regardless of how well the algorithm is tuned, there will inevitably be data issues that will
result in at least small amounts of error.

Fig 1. Distributions of observed and VMS-estimated trip durations. (a) Overlain histograms illustrating the distribution of durations for

observed and VMS-estimated trips. Dark grey areas show overlap between the two histograms. For illustration purposes, figures are

scaled to a maximum of 10,000 min which omits < 1% of trips with longer durations. (b) Scatterplot of the observed versus VMS-estimated

duration for each trip. Data are log-transformed to better illustrate the clusters of data greater than and less than ~ 700 min. The vertical line

shows the log-transformation of 700 min (6.55), the cutoff for exploring different models to estimate bias in duration estimation. The grey

line represents the 1:1 line. (c) Histogram of the difference between the observed and estimated duration for each trip. For illustration

purposes, values less than -500 and values greater than 500 have been grouped into single bins, “< -500” and “>500,” respectively. (d)

Histogram of percent error (positive errors indicate over-estimation) of observed versus estimated trip durations. For illustration purposes,

values less than < -25% and greater than 25% have been grouped into single bins, “< -25” and “> 25.”

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165173.g001
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Classification of trips

Decision rules classified 19,877 trips as either fishing or non-fishing. Among those classified
trips with matching observer data, 99.9% (N = 11,678) and 98.8% (N = 2,777) of observed fish-
ing and non-fishing trips, respectively, were correctly assigned.

The GAM explained 91.1% of the model deviance and demonstrated a 99.0% accuracy pre-
dicting out-of-sample (N = 1,210 non-fishing trips, 4,355 fishing trips). The model predicted
whether fishing occurredduring the remaining 1,768 unclassified trips. Among these trips, 386
and 1,382 were designated as non-fishing and fishing, respectively.

The combination of decision rules and regressions classified 29,794 trips (99.4%) as fishing
or non-fishing, and as either an AFA pollock trip or a non-AFA fishing trip (Table 3). The final
distribution of non-fishing, non-AFA fishing trips and AFA fishing trips by year (0.6% of trips
remained unclassified and are omitted here) is shown in Table 3 (see S8 Text for more detailed
descriptions of trip type compositions).

As demonstrated by the above percentages, our combination of decision rules and regres-
sions yielded highly successful classifications of trips, when compared with observer data,
supporting our objective of classifying trips as non-fishing, fishing for pollock, or fishing for
species other than pollock, based on trip-level characteristics like gear type, port, and average
speeds. Furthermore, by laying out the rationale behind the chosenmodel covariates (Table 2)
we believe that adjusting this approach for other fisheries and with other data should be rela-
tively straightforward, even if different decision rules and different final models are ultimately
necessary.

Table 3. Distribution of fishing and non-fishing trips. Total numbers of trips and vessels, plus the percent of the total trips for AFA fishing, non-AFA fish-

ing, and non-fishing trips. Annual tallies are provided by season (Winter “A” season, Summer “B” season, and “N” non-AFA season).

Season Year Total trips AFA trips Non-AFA trips Non-fishing trips Vessels with AFA trips Vessels with non-AFA trips

A 2008 1459 40.7 42.2 17.1 75 61

A 2009 811 45.4 35.6 19 66 37

A 2010 1394 39.1 37.4 23.5 76 51

A 2011 1873 43.4 34.2 22.4 80 52

A 2012 1904 41.7 36.6 21.7 80 55

A 2013 1765 42.6 36 21.4 73 52

A 2014 1710 43 40 17 68 53

B 2008 2069 51.9 14.5 33.6 74 40

B 2009 1668 44.9 13.2 41.9 69 31

B 2010 2140 39.8 12.1 48.2 69 27

B 2011 2896 45.1 10.5 44.4 74 33

B 2012 2538 49.9 11.3 38.8 76 34

B 2013 2788 43.1 11.3 45.6 72 38

B 2014 2297 50.9 8 41.1 73 31

N 2008 467 0 50.7 49.3 0 57

N 2009 649 0 59.8 40.2 0 77

N 2010 326 0 28.5 71.5 0 27

N 2011 137 0 19.7 80.3 0 13

N 2012 165 0 19.4 80.6 0 12

N 2013 290 0 34.1 65.9 0 28

N 2014 515 0 56.1 43.9 0 40

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165173.t003
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Bias estimation from simulation of VMS gaps

Understanding how variability in the transmission of data may affect inference is critical for
evaluating the utility of data and any approach that uses those data. While other studies have
examined the roles of sampling frequencies, we have simulated the role that data quality (in the
form of discontinuities in the data) may affect conclusions. Simulations that removed one, two,
three, and four consecutive VMS records from a trip (Fig 2) reduced estimated trip distances
(compared to the same trips without gaps) by a mean (± 1 mean absolute deviation [MAD]) of
1.5% (± 1.1%), 4.1% (± 2.6%), 8.1% (± 5.0%), and 13.4% (± 8.3%), respectively. While only a

Fig 2. Percent errors in the estimated trip duration as a function of time gaps in VMS transmissions. Gaps in the regular

transmission frequency greater than the expected 30 min intervals were simulated by removing 1–4 VMS observations from a random

location within a trip’s sequence of VMS records. Removals yielded gaps in the VMS sequence of 60, 90, 120, and 150 min. Points

outside of the whiskers represent outliers (> 1.5 times the upper quartile), whiskers represent the range (excluding outliers) and the

boxes represent upper and lower quartiles with the median depicted by the horizontal line within each box.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165173.g002
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relatively small portion of trips had appreciable gaps in VMS data, these gaps are capable of
substantially reducing trip distances. However, given the high degree of accuracy seen when
estimated trip durations were compared with observed trip durations, we believe that the
effects on trip distances were insufficient to invalidate our methods. They may however provide
guidance on estimating error rates when extending such analyses to fuel consumption calcula-
tions or other trip-level metrics.

Discussion

Many studies have used VMS to examine facets of fishing behavior, often analyzing copious
amounts of information with little discussion of the nuances of data processing and manage-
ment or how necessary assumptions may affect interpretations.We have examined such subtle-
ties through providing a complicated answer to the trivial questions, “When does a fishing
trip start and end?” and “What type of fishing trip was it?” As we demonstrated, nuanced
approaches were required to account for region-specific aspects of the data (e.g., geography of
fishing ports and targeting behavior) and discrepancies between different data sources (e.g.,
inconsistent VMS transmissions and imprecise dates/ times in human-recorded data). The
challenges that we have addressed here—while specific in their geography and peculiarities—
represent several of the key challenges facing users of VMS data globally. These challenges rep-
resent some of the critical road blocks that researchers and managers face when using VMS
data to resolve metrics like trip-level effort, trends in fleet behavior, responses of the fleet to cli-
matic or regulatory changes, and dynamic costs to fishers. While much of the subsequent dis-
cussion describes the important challenges to using these “big data,” we emphasize that highly
accurate results were still obtainable by taking extra steps to understand and account for data
issues.

VMS Data

Spatial data are increasingly available to track the movements of marine vessels worldwide.
Fishery researchers have recently found two such sources of data to help resolve unobserved
fishing behaviors globally. Automatic identification systems (AIS) and VMS rely on historically
different technologies and purposes.Designed to improve maritime safety, AIS transmit high
resolution location data (typically< 1 second intervals) from vessels in real-time and they
inform neighboring vessels of their movements. Traditionally, AIS was based on VHF trans-
missions and required line-of-sight to another vessel or a shore-based receiver in order to
transmit data. However, more recently, satellite AIS systems have enabled tracking of vessel
movements across the globe. Given the virtually continuous streaming of AIS data, this tech-
nology offers promise for improving prediction of vessel behaviors (e.g., [25]) and correcting
some of the biases introduced by the relatively longer sampling frequencies of VMS data. How-
ever, proximity to shore-based receivers and poor satellite reception can affect data quality
(e.g., in the North Pacific) [26], and exemptions have historically existed for some fishing
vessels, allowing them to deactivate their AIS units to protect the confidentiality of fishing
grounds. At present, AIS data access can also be difficult (we tried to obtain AIS data for this
study) so while improving technology offers an alternative or a complement to VMS data,
some challenges still remain. Meanwhile, VMS data offeredmuch potential, despite having
challenges of their own.

The irregular and sometimes long gaps in VMS transmissions were responsible for the
majority of the challenges encountered in this study. Gaps may occurwhen vessels receive per-
mission to deactivate their VMS units, have equipment failures or poor satellite reception, or
are a result of illicit behavior / tampering. Gaps in coverage are scarcely mentioned in the VMS
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literature (though see [6,27]), but preliminary exploration of VMS data from a different region
of the United States also found gaps, suggesting that they may be pervasive and thus, critical to
how VMS data are analyzed.Without such gaps, our approach would have been dramatically
simplified; transitions into and out of ports would have beenmore readily captured and a sim-
ple point-in-polygon approach like that of existing software (VMStools [13] and VMSbase
[14]) would have likely been sufficient. Instead,> 10% of trips were missing an in-port VMS
record at the beginning or the end of the trip, thereby precluding an easily identifiable trip start
and end. Meanwhile, some trip transitions were missed altogether because gaps spanned the
entire in-port period. These missing port periods required a more substantial approach to trip
identification, but after careful accounting, comparison with observed trip durations (average
errors< 1.5%) suggested that some of the data complications were well-accounted for.

Even when gaps in VMS transmissions did not affect trip identification, the missing infor-
mation associated with the gaps was still important. Simulated gaps yieldedmean underestima-
tion of trip distances (± 1 MAD) of 1.5 (1.1) % to 13.4 (8.3) %. These results were particularly
poignant given that ~ 34% of actual trips had at least one gap> 60 min and ~15% of trips had
at least one gap> 150 min (Fig 3). While the implications of this are straightforward—gaps in
VMS data often lead to underestimation of trip distance—the range of the errors (Fig 2) is also
important. In each of the gap scenarios, the lower end of the range was zero percent difference.
This highlights the importance of the vessel behavior when a gap occurs. If a vessel is transiting
in a straight line for the duration of the gap, little or no error may occur in the estimation of
distance. However, as the sinuosity of a vessel’s path increases, especially at higher speeds, the
error in travel distance will increase. A substantial body of literature has examined the role that
different VMS transmission frequenciesmay play on the estimation of effort [11, 22, 23] and
several studies [28–29] have presented interpolation techniques for resolving coarse temporal
sampling in vessel tracks. However, while such studies provide valuable discussions of broader
errors associated with periodically sampled data, they focus on systemic biases instead of the
smaller yet still substantial errors that may be introduced and easily overlooked by a single or
only a fewmissing VMS records. We hope that despite the simplicity of the simulations pre-
sented here, users of VMS data will recognize the dramatic impact that even small gaps in VMS
transmissions have on inference.

Human-recorded data (“the truth”)

We used observer data frommore than 15,000 trips as the empirical information with which
we performed validation. However, in some cases, inscription errors may exist in the observer
data themselves, resulting in failed matches with VMS trips, or more frequently, leading to
under or over estimation of duration as compared to the VMS data. Two typical cases emerged
upon manual inspection of many matched trips. Observed trips are defined as starting when a
vessel unties from the dock and ending when it ties up at the dock again. However, it was not
uncommon for the observed start of a trip to occur while the vessel remained at the dock (or
vice versa, at the end of the trip), sometimes for extended periods.While these at-the-dock
periods led to erroneously long trips, other situations occurredwhere the vessel was several
miles and/ or hours outside of port when the observed trip began or ended, leading to observed
trip durations that were shorter than the apparent trip duration based on VMS. Notes in
observer logs may explain such exceptions, but notes may be infeasible to incorporate with
datasets of this size. Nonetheless, cases like these are responsible for discrepancies between the
observed and VMS trip durations that are unrepresentative of the true errors of our approach.

Fish tickets were the other human-recorded data source upon which we relied. They were
used for identifyingmissing port information, as well as identifying fishing and non-fishing
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trips and parsing AFA from non-AFA fishing trips. Several aspects of the fish ticket data com-
plicated this matching procedure. However, the matching of fish tickets relied on the dates that
were manually recorded, so incorrect or imprecise dates could lead to errors in the matching
or an inability to match trips altogether. For example, VMS could identify that a vessel that
reported landing its catch in Dutch Harbor on January 20th did not come within 30 nmi of
Dutch Harbor until January 21st. Alternatively, a vessel may have delivered their catch on Janu-
ary 20th but the fish ticket reports January 21st, when the vessel is already 30 nmi from port. In
our case, many fish tickets were omitted frommatching because the dates were clearly incorrect
but the correct date was unclear.

While recording, rounding, transcription, or other time-keeping differencesmay have led to
errors in matching VMS trips with observer data or fish tickets, or may have led to errors in

Fig 3. Cumulative distribution of the maximum time gap between VMS records for each trip. For illustration purposes, the 10% of

trips with maximum gaps > 300 min are not shown here. Vertical grey lines are shown at each of the gap durations for which we

simulated removals of VMS records.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0165173.g003
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their comparisons, manual inspection of many matched trips suggested that these human-
reported errors were relatively rare in the NPGOP data. This was not surprising given the scale
of the NPGOP and the several decades of development they have had for quality control proto-
cols. However, our approach was able to identify errors and it may offer observer and fish ticket
programs globally an additional method by which to assure the quality of their datasets. For
example, we couldmodify this algorithm so that the observer program could examine cases
where the VMS trip duration was misalignedwith that of the observed trip duration and in
plotting the vessel speeds and distances from port, they could easily identify—within 30 min—
when the vessel actually left or returned to/ from port. Similarly, one example of an error in
fish ticket data occurredwhen a fish ticket reported having a fishing start date of 01/03 and an
end date of 02/01. However, there were three other fish tickets for this vessel occurringon 1/
20-1/22, 1/23-1/24, and 01/25-01/27. In such a case, it is was clear that either the start or the
end date of the fish ticket was wrong, but without knowing where the vessel was during either
of those dates, it would be impossible to rectify the error. By mapping the VMS trips that
occurredduring that period, it was trivial to rectify which of the two dates was the incorrect
one. Similarly, by identifying all of the fish tickets matched to a single VMS trip, errors in
reportingmight be identified or fish tickets might be more effectively grouped for other analy-
ses. Finally, data fields in fish tickets were occasionally blank or port locations were recorded
incorrectly, and these could be rectified via VMS-based vessel location.

The trip algorithm

Our algorithmic approach performedwell, matching observed trips and estimating their dura-
tions with differences typically< 1.5%. Some of the discrepancies that did occur between
observed and estimated trips were the result of different trip definitions between the algorithm
and observers. For example, if a vessel anchored in port instead of tying up at the dock, the
algorithm ended the trip (such differences were indistinguishable by VMS) but the observer
did not. Similarly, some stops at floating processors were identified as new trips by the algo-
rithm but not by the observer. Other rare discrepancies occurredwhen the algorithmmissed
the transition between observed trips; even with regular VMS transmissions, brief stops that
occurred betweenVMS records occasionally remained undetected.An additional point of dis-
crepancy could occur if a vessel spent longer than average within the port boundary for Dutch
Harbor or Akutan. For example, a lineup at the fuel dock or a long wait to deliver to a processor
could result in greater than expected durations from observed trips such that the in-port con-
stant added to trip durations was low. In other rare cases, floating processors were in unex-
pected locations and were not among the list of port coordinates in the algorithm so trip
transitions were missed altogether. Finally, a transiting vessel may have passed close enough to
a port while also satisfying the algorithm’s speed conditions for that port, such that a new trip
was incorrectly triggered by the algorithm. Our algorithm was finely tuned to account for as
many of the above contingencies as possible while recognizing that without over-fitting, higher
accuracywas unlikely. Nonetheless, some vessel movements and transitions were simply
unable to be captured or anticipated. However, the majority of the errors that did occur were
more likely the result of data issues than model fits.

Applications and future directions

Despite numerous data challenges, VMS provide a method by which trip characteristics are
estimated to a high degree of accuracy. We further identify types of vessel and targeting
behaviors, making this study the first, to our knowledge, to use VMS to identify métiers [30]
(specific fisheries by gear, region, target species) in U.S. fisheries. In the Bering Sea, all trips
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targeting pollock are now observed but our approach enables us to characterize unobserved
trips elsewhere throughout the North Pacific and retrospectively for years prior to full
observer coverage. Our continuing steps include applying our approach (developedwith 91
trawl vessels) to more than 500 longline and trawl vessels with VMS in the BSAI and GOA.
Meanwhile our approach has been adapted for vessels in the Gulf of Mexico (using longlines,
troll gear, trawl, hand lines, pots, traps, and divers) indicating the extent of the generalizabil-
ity. Our approach may help other VMS users in the future to quickly identify the role that
gaps may play in their dataset, as well as how geography of their particular ports may affect
inference.

Contemporary fisheries literature is rife with projections of climate-induced shifts in fish
populations and the subsequent implications for global fisheries (e.g., [31] and references
therein). Range expansion of fish populations [32–34] may be accommodated by longer tran-
sits to fishing grounds or by increased search time between fishing activities. However, even if
catch per unit effort, as typically defined based on active fishing time, can be maintained under
longer transit scenarios, costs to fishers may increase [1], and ultimately, the profitability (and
thus, sustainability) of fisheriesmay be compromised. Precise estimates of travel distances, trip
durations, and the diversification of fishing strategies (e.g., change in métiers per vessel over
time) [35] may thus become a critical component to understanding and characterizing the
resilience of certain fisheries. For example, a shift in pollock populations away from port would
impact the smaller vessels in the fleetmore than the larger vessels which have greater hold
capacity and a greater ability to buffer against increased fuel costs [36]. Linking trip character-
istics with extrinsic factors like fuel price allows analyses to estimate the breaking points at
which vessels change their fishing behavior and ultimately alter their impacts to the coastal
economies that are supported by them.

This study presents a methodology for assessing trip characteristics when pre-packaged
software (e.g., VMStools, VMSbase) are incompatible (e.g., due to missing port information or
port geography outside of the programmed regions) with a particular dataset or level of preci-
sion. Additionally, as we discovered, even a dataset with coverage of the entire fleet for more
than a decade is likely to require greater than expected scrutiny. That scrutiny may increase as
additional datasets (e.g., observer, fish ticket or logbook data) are brought into the mix, while
also presenting new avenues for quality control across data programs.
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